
The Epic Tale of Two Fools Boat and the
Enigmatic Big Ocean: A Journey of Adventure
and Discovery
The Inception of the Tale

The Curious Meeting

Once upon a time, in a land far away, two fools named Jack and Oliver embarked
on an extraordinary adventure. They met unexpectedly at a tiny port town where
destiny brought them together. Jack, a daring sailor, had spent his life exploring
the vast seas, seeking the unknown. Oliver, a bookish dreamer, was yearning for
an escape from his mundane life and longed to discover the secrets of the world.
Little did they know that their paths would intertwine and lead them to a fateful
encounter with the enigmatic Big Ocean.

Aboard the Two Fools Boat

The Magnificent Vessel

Jack's boat, aptly named the "Two Fools," was a vessel of magnificent beauty
and mystery. With its sturdy build and sails that seemed to kiss the sky, the boat
had seen countless adventures and carried the stories of those who had come
before. It was adorned with flags from distant lands, representing the wisdom and
experiences of those who dared to challenge the unknown.

A Brotherhood Forged

As Jack and Oliver set sail together, a bond formed between them. They
discovered shared passions and mutual strengths. Jack's fearless navigation
skills and Oliver's vast knowledge of maps and legends made them the perfect



team. Their synergy was undeniable, and with each passing day, their friendship
grew stronger.
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Encounters and Calamities

Their journey was not without challenges. Storms tested their resilience,
creatures of the deep intrigued their curious minds, and vast stretches of
nothingness enveloped them. Yet, through it all, they pressed on, never losing
sight of their goal. They believed that the Big Ocean held the key to the answers
they sought. Little did they know that the ocean had secrets of its own, waiting to
be unraveled.

The Mysteries of the Big Ocean

Uncharted Waters

As the Two Fools Boat ventured farther into the Big Ocean, they discovered that it
was a realm beyond imagination. Its vastness seemed infinite, stretching as far
as the eye could see. They encountered strange islands shrouded in legend,
each with its own mystique and charm. It was as if the ocean was playing a
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never-ending game with their senses, enchanting and bewildering them at every
turn.

The Song of the Ocean

One evening, as the Two Fools Boat sailed through calm waters, they heard a
hauntingly beautiful melody emanating from beneath the waves. Mesmerized,
they followed the enchanting song, drawn deeper into the heart of the ocean. It
was a symphony of whale songs and the whispers of ancient creatures,
beckoning them to unravel the secrets of the deep.

The Hidden Treasures

Amidst their countless discoveries, Jack and Oliver stumbled upon hidden
treasures that lay scattered on the ocean floor. Ancient relics from forgotten
civilizations and jewels that sparkled with untold stories became their cherished
tokens of remembrance. They saw the ocean as not only a physical vastness but
also a treasure trove of wisdom and history.

The Return Home and Lessons Learned

A Bittersweet Goodbye

After an awe-inspiring journey that seemed to blend dream and reality, Jack and
Oliver turned their sights towards home. With heavy hearts, they bid farewell to
the Big Ocean, never forgetting the wonders they had witnessed and the secrets
they had unraveled. The Two Fools Boat sailed back into the tiny port town,
where their story had started, forever changed by their extraordinary voyage.

Embracing the Fool Within

The tale of Jack and Oliver serves as a timeless reminder to embrace the fool
within us all. It is through foolishness and spontaneity that we unlock the doors to



new experiences and understanding. The journey of the Two Fools Boat and the
encounters with the Big Ocean exemplify the power of curiosity, courage, and the
unyielding thirst for knowledge.

Forever Bound by a Tale

Though time passes and adventures fade, the tale of the Two Fools Boat and the
enigmatic Big Ocean lives on, inspiring generations to seek out their own
journeys of self-discovery. So, my fellow adventurers, let the tale of Jack, Oliver,
and the captivating Big Ocean be a harbinger of the extraordinary that exists
beyond the confines of the known. Set sail, embrace foolishness, and let the
allure of the unknown guide you to your own stories waiting to be told.
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This award-winning nonfiction sea adventure is a must read. New sailors will
garner a wealth of helpful information as the author and her husband manage to
stay afloat for 25,000 miles of fun and adventure. Old salts will enjoy some hearty
entertainment and chuckles as well.

Be prepared to want to pack your sea bags and leave on the first boat you see!
This audacious, rollicking adventure is about two neophyte sailors who didn't
know "one pointy end of a boat from the other pointy end" as they sailed from the
Pacific Northwest to Alaska for two years and thence to the South Pacific.
Unbelievable!

This book is living proof that "dreams really do come true!"

First published in paperback by Moonlight Mesa Associates in 2005.
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